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For carburetor engines which

press ion of the charging mixture,

ods of mixing: 1, with a suction

sure carburetor.

ENGINES .*

work with a preliminary

there are two principal

carburetor;

The employment of a suction carburetor on

com-

meth-

2, with a pres-

a supercharged,

engine (Fig, 1) necessitates no change in the norinal fuel-

delivery and atomization mechanism. The supercharger draws

the finished mixture from an ordinary carburetor and,forces

it, previously compressed, into the working cylinder. The

longer intake pipe hereby necessitated and its considerable en-

largement by the intervening supercharger impair the homogene-

ity of the mixture and tend to came

especially at low revolution, speeds,

velocity and the lack of compression

nary compression is low).

precipitation of the fuel,

due to the smaller gas

heat (since the prelimi-

In single-stage turbo-compressors, the hornogeneityof the

. mixture, is y.ndoubtedly increased at high”er revolution speeds.,.,. ,...

It ,has, indeed, been proposed to effect a further””d.iminution in

the size of the larger fuel drops after Ioaving the carburetor

* From “Dcr Motorwagen,” December 10, 1925, pp. 773-782.
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of a rapidly rotating centrifugal blower. One English

&re“-flgo~6 so far in using a sin@e-stage turbo-

compressor as to omit the carburetor altogether and to leave

the atomization of the fuel injected into the intake pipe of

the compressor entirely to the centrifugal blower.

He12ce the suction carburetor is universally used on all

American racing cars with single-stage turbo-compressors. It

is also used on the Mercedes (an 8-cylinder ~-liter engine with

a Roots supercharger), the Guyot (with a Cozette rotary super-

charger), th.cDelage (a 12-cylinder V engine with two Roots

superchargers) , Bignan (with a Roots supercharger) and the Sun-

beam (a 6-cylinder 2-liter engine with a Roots supercharger).

It must he remeiibered that these are all on racing cars, which

arc not often run at low revolution speeds.

The disadvantages of this system seem to be so small, how-

ever, that many constructors prefer to put up with them rather

than with the greater complexity of the pressure carburetor.

A pressure carburetor must be used when the supercharger

is a turbo-compressor with two or more stages. In such a

supercharger t’helarger fuel drops, thrown off by centrifugal

forcej collect in the by-pass channels which connect the sepa-

‘“”rat? pressure stages, so that on ,the op,ehand, no homogeneous

mixture is formed and, on the other hand,

firing through the carburetor, these fuel

in the event of ba.ck-

deposits easily ig-

nite anclmay cause dangerous explosions.
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For this reason there must be provided, between the super-

charger and the engine, a sufficiently large.safety valve, which

is held by sprifigsand ogen.si-ntothe free air when a certain

pressure is exceeded. Such a safety valve is advisable, even ,

on engines with pressure carburetors, only here it must be in-

serted between the supercharger and the carburetor.

A pressure carburetor is, moreover, the simplest dcvicc

when the supercharger does not run all the time (Mercedes tour-

ing car) or when it does run all the time, but is not continu–

ously dischar~ing into the en:~ine(Fiat, Alfa Romeo)- When

the compressor is not running, or is discharging into the open

air, the engine then draws the mixture through the carburetor.

“ With the supercharger in use, however, the carburetor intake

opening is closed and the carburetor receives the compre~sed

air from the supercharger. This, ‘however, necessitates solne

changes in the normal carburetor.

I-na normal carburetor, due to the negative prcss7Jre in

the intake pipe, the fuel is opraycd from the nozzle, since

the fl~t cha~ber is under atmospheric -pressure. There must be

a sufficient pressure difference between the float chamber and

the intake pipe to enable the spraying process, whereby the

,. quantity of fuel sprayed is,approximately proportional to the

pressure difference.

If, however, a positive pressure is produced in the in-

take pipe, the fuel does not flow out of the nozzle but is .,
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forced back into the fl.,oat chamber, and the engine receives no

>, fuel mixture. The carburetor functions ;.~min, only when the

former relation in the barometric press-drc betveen the intake

pipe and the float chamber is restored, which can be accom-

plished by also subjecting the float chamber to the compression

pressure. In order to p~event the escape of the compressed air,

the cover of the float chamber, as also the passage of the

valve needle, must be made air-tight, which does not, houcvcr,

affect t’neprinciple of the carburetor. The fuel tank must

7.Isc-Jbe subjected to t’henressure of the supercharZcr, if til~

fuel is to flow to the carburetor under the influence of

gravity.

Fig. 2 is a section through a llZeniJ~htlpressure carburetor,

the arrows indicating the cm.use of the comp:esset.oir in the

pressure-equalization channels. The very simple “Zenith’f

supcrc’harger, as now used by several Germon firms, is repre-

sented diagrammatically in Fig. 3, and is easy to understand

from what has preceded. Fuel delivery by gravity is not al-

wr.yspossible, however, and a special fuel pump is necessary

for a low fuel tank.

gin e

with

flow

pump

On an airplane engine the fuel pump is driven by the cn–

or by a wind-vane propeller. If the enSine is equipped,,,.

a supercharger, a pressure-refylating valve wit’nan over-

tank is introduced into the fuel circulation between the

p.ndthe car-buretor,as also a stop valticoperated by a

,-,,, , ,,,,, ,,,,,...-,,,, ,,.-,,. ,, ,,,,-,.,.,,-,.,.., ,,
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f lost, in order to enable the excess fuel, as delivered by the

pump, to flow back into the main tank, without the need of sub-
.

jetting the latter to the pressure of the sup&charger. Fig. 4

,shows such a fuel delivery system as worked out by Benz for a

supcrc~rged airplane engine (Noack, ‘lF1-~gzeuggebl&se,ltV.D.I.,

1919, p* 995) .

On racing cars with supercharged engines, pump fuel-deliv-

ery is employed by Fiat and Alfa Romeo and was formerly em-

ployed also by Mercedes.

Fuel pumps are troublesome devices, however. In piston

pumps the cylinder-lubricating oil is dissolved, ,especially

by gasoline but also by benzol, so that the piston runs dry.

This disadvantage can, indeed, be avoided with rotary pumps,

but their-delivery power varies a~roximately as the third

power of their revolution speed (Fig. 5). This is especially

disturbing on automobile engines, which run at greatly.varying

revolution speeds. Moreover, they constitute a structurally

undesirable lo”ading of the engifie.~

It has,therefore been attempted to put low fuel tanks un-

der.pressure. The pressure must, mgreover,,be higher than the

compression pressure in order to offset the maximum differe-

nce of level in the tank and in the carburetor, the inclined
.-...,--.-,...-

position of the vehicle’in hill climbing and the frictional

resistance of the fuel-delivery pipe?.

On a motor car equipped with a multi-stage turbo-cornpres-
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or,” it was so arranged that a port%on of tk.ecompressed air

“fu&ish6d by the turbo-ccnpressor was still further ‘“compressed

in an auxiliary chamber on t’hecompressor and then delivered ,

to the nain tank. This arrangement has the disadvantage trot.,

at high compression pressures, the tank has to be specially

reinforced in order to avoid deformation and that a certain ti~e

elapses in the transition frcinsuction drive to pressure drive.

The Pallas Apparatus Company overcomes these difficulties by

naki-ng their successful negative-pressure fuel-delivery system

also serve for compressor drive. .

The Pallas pressure carburetor (Fig. 6) works both as a

suction carburetor and as a pressure carburetor without the

need of any alteration in shifting from suction to pressure

drive or vice versa. The float chamber V is closed air–

tight by the gaskets VI and V2 and is put under the compres-

sion pressure through the channels S. The fuel, which is also

under compression pressure, flows to the carburetor through

the filter A and is kept at a constant level by the float C

and a short valve needle B. To the air-itilet’connection G,

there is fitted an intermediate piece which, by means of a

slide,valve or a clack valve (with a three-way cock), ,makes

op’t”ionalthe supplyingof the carburetor with compressed or

atmospheric air.

Fig.7 is a diagram of a fuel-delivery system inadeby the

Pallas Apparatus Company for supercharged engines. An ordinary
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negat iv&prc Ssure systcm receives the fuel from the main fuel
........,..’= .,,,.
~a,nkend.cGnduc’ts it to the carburetor. \!/iththe n~~t i=~e-

pressure system, which consists of the suetio-ntank al and

the collecting tank ~ , the followir.gpipes are connectcd:

pipe 1, as a negative-pressure pipe from a suction Gourcc;

pipes 6 and 7, connected with a common pipe 5, for,supplying

air; pipe 4, for supplying fuel fTom the main tank; pipe 8, for

conducting fuel to the carburetor. The system works as follows:

~ By ordinar-i sucti___ The supercharger is shut off and

the butterfly valve 18 is open. The negative pressure in the

engine intake pipe causes the fuel to flow from the main tank

through pipe 4 to the de].ivery apparatus. The non-return valVe

16 is open; 15 and 19 are closed; .20is closed by the float.

As soon as a certain amocat of fuel has flowed into the suction

tank al , the float rises and C1OSCS .20and opens 19, so that

% is also supplied with atmospheric air and the fuel can flow

through valve 21 into the collecting tank aa. Tilefloat sinks

with the level of the fuel and again closes 19 and opens 20 and

the process begins anew.

2. BV preliminary compress ion.- On reconnecting the super-

charger, valve 18 is closed. Since there is now a positive

pressure in the intake pipe, the negative pressure required for

the fuel delivery must be ~encratcd by the injector shown in

Fig. 8. The injector is situated in a pipe 11-12 which connects
.
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the pressure pipe 9 with the suction pipe 10 of the supercharger.

The powerful air current, formed in the pipe 11-12, generates.

in pipe 14, opening into the narrowest part of”the injector,

a negative pressure; which is comnm.nicated through the pipe

3-1 to the suction tank of the delivery system. The non-return

valve 15 is open and 16 is closed. The air pipes 5, 6, 7 of

the delivery apparatus are now under pressure. The non-return

valve 17 in the fuel pipe 4 is intended to prevent the positive

pressure, required in al for driving the fuel into aa , from

being cormnunicated to the main fuel tank. Otherwise the system

works just the same as in the suction method and has given

satisfactory results, both on the test bench and on an automo-

bile at positive pressures, up to 0.7 atm. (0.7 kg/cti = 9.96

lb./sq. in.). No difficulty was experienced at ‘the transition

point from suction to pressure drive with either the Zenith or

the Pallas supercharger.

The Mercedes supercharged engines for touring cars lJke-

wise use a combination suction and pressure carburetor with a

Pallas negative-pressure delivery system, which, however, is

shut off from the main fuel tank while the supercharger is in

use and, like the carburetor, is put under the compression

pressure. The large collecting tank supplies the carburetor
,,. .

with. fuel until it is exhausted, after a run of about 18 km

.(11.2 miles) with the supercharger, where’~pon the engine must

again run awhile as a suction engine in order to refill the

, ,, ,,,,,.-.,,-.. ,,,,,,,,,,,-—.,.-,,.. ,,, ,, . ..—
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collecting tank of the negative-pressure delivery system.

9

This
>...

system”sh’ouldanswer the pract i“caldemands now made on a super-

charged engine.

In a Fiat supercharged engine

pressed by

at ed under

larger one

the air, after being so com-

a Roots supercharger, passes

the engine radiator and then

passing by the carburetor to

through a cooler situ-

enteis two pipes, the

the engine and the

smaller one by an atomizer to the carburetor. The atomizer is

supplied with fuel from the main tank by means of a pump and

the rich mixture, thus obtained, joins the main air stream in

the carburetor. A manometer on the dashboard indicates

compression pressure, which can be regulated at will.

The effect of cooling the charge on its weight and

the

the

reduction of the mean temperature in tilecylinder is very im-

portant with gasoline or bcnzol, on account of the low hmt

of vaporization of

B.t.u./lb. ). With

mediate cooling is

these fuels (about 120 kcal/kg = 13.72

alcohol mixtures, on the contrary, no inter-.

either necessary or useful, due to the ten-

dency of alcohol to condense in the intake pipes and to its

relatively high heat of vaporization (270 kcal/kg = 30.86

B.t.u./lb. ).

., .,,JISregards fuels suitable for supercharged engines, it is

obvious that all those with a strong tendency to spontaneous

combustion and detonation (includingunmixed gasoline) must be

excluded a.t the outset.
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Benzol can be
,,. ,,

.
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subjected to considerably higher compression

pressures without i&~ting and is said to be usable in the

Delage supercharged engine (~ T “1 : 5.5). It is said t’hatthe

‘fSunb earn”supercharged engine (~ = 1: 7) uses a mixture con-

taining 60% gasoline (by volume) and 40fibenzol. These data

are probably correct, lzow?ver, only when some substance is

added for automatically retarding the ignition, although high-

speed engines stand higher compression ratios (See note at end

of article).

The special fuel used in the Alfa Romeo (c = 1 : 7) is

kept secret, but it is probably an alcohol, benzol or gasoline

mixture with the addition of some ignition agent such as ether.

It is noticeable that the Alfa Romeo engines never fail to

start promptly and, even in the severest endurance tests, ~;ive

no indication of overheating, so that the firm probably owes

its success in racing mainly to the kind of fuel used.’

Alcohol has, for racing engines, the very important prop-

erties of lower combustion temperature and greater cooling ef-

fect on the inner walls of the cylinder, due to its greater

heat of vaporization, sc t’hatthe engine does not get so hot..

It e-nables,mo~eover, a considerably higher compression ratio

as compared”with benzol and”especially with gasoline, which in-
.

creases its thermal efficiency and gives, notwithstanding its

somewhat smaller heating power, a mean pressure at least equal

to that obtained in engines ‘&singbenzol or gasoline, because
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the fresh charge is heated less in the working cylinder (due to
.-.

its greater heat of vaporization) t“hana gasoline or benzol

mixtuze (Fig. 9) . ‘Themain disadvantage of alcohol, that it re-

quires a specially good atomization and (when possible) a pre-

liminary heating of the mixture, is r:otvery great for super-

charged engines, with which it is.not necessary to give any

special attention to good filling at high revolution speeds

and therefore, even at lower revolution speeds, sufficiently

high gas velocities can be generated to assure good atomization.

The.mechanical atomization work of the supercharger and the

heating of the mixture by the preliminary compression are addi-

tional. The further disadvantage, that the engine is hard to

start when cold, can be overcome by the admixture of some ig-

nition qgent. Alcohol mixtures seem to have been used success-

fully even in American racing cars.

Some entertain great hopes for the combination of fuels

With so-called “anti-knock” compounds, including metal (especi-

ally load) compounds, which, when mixed with gasoline in very

small proportions, greatly lessen its tendency to spontaneous

ignition and hence have a retarding. effect on the tendency of

the fuel molecules to disintegrate. Thus even gasoline engines

are enabled to attain a higher degree of compression and greater

specific engine performances.

Whatever results these experiments (which, like all fuel

chmistry, are only in their initial stage) may yet produce,

... ... .... _________. . .
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they cannot change the low heat of vaporization and the high

combustion ter!peratures of benzol and gasoline as compared with

alcohol, vherein resides the chief importance ‘of this fuel for

high-powered engines.

Ignition

Iilall high-compression engines and cspccially in super-

charged engines, the spark-plugs are sub-jected to gret 1:.ozt.

GlowinG spa~k.plugs cause preignition of the mixture, sometines

even during the inflow, so that the reason for tb.cback-firing

through the carburetor is often due to this fact.

It has recently been demonstrated in automobile races in

other countries that it is entirely possible to v.ake splrk

plugs ~::hic~hwill neet th-csevere demands of nodern supercharged

racin: cnsines. Such sp~rk plugs are not suitable, however,

for ordinai-yusc with small loads, aS they then easily become

coated with oil and soot. It is impossible to combine in the

same spark plug great resist ivity to heat and safety from in-

crustation, since these prope~ties are structurally opposed to

each othe~. Great heat resistivity requires rapid transmission

of the he%t received, especially for the middle electrode,.

which can be attained by a suitable shape and by cooling fins.
.-

Gr&at safety a~a’”instincrustation requires a high temperature,

so that oil vapors will not condense on them and oil drops

thrown on them will easily drip off.
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A spark plug with a strongly-cooled middle electrode, suit-

.. able for usc in a heav”ilyIoadcdenginc, may, under a small

1oad, have a great tendency to become coated with oil, especi-

ally if the cn~ine is.abundantly lubricated, or if the piston

rings let oil through. Spazk plugs with protecting caps over

the electrodes can only be used for slow-running, well-oiled

e-nGincs,,since such caps must necessarily delay the ignition.

“It is therefore a mistake for a driver who has bcm vexed

wit’h continual spark-plug troubles; to buy the most expensive

plugs in t’hehope of thereby getting rid of these trou”oles.

The question of the best sparkplug must be solved for each en-

gine. Engi-ncand spark-plug makers should assist the purchaser

by publishing instructive, easily understood pamphlets, just as

is done by some conscientious carburetor makers by publishing

tabulated statements of the possible carburetor troubles and

their remedies.

Fig. 10 is a Bosch spark plug known to the public by the

name 11compressor spark plug. 1’ It is designed for high-powered

engines, which run only for short spells at the maximum load

(c.g., the supercharged Mercedes for urban and.short-distant e

traffic) . For high-powered and ~mperchargcd racing engines, the

compqny ,rec,,oqm~ndsanother spark plug.,

from the first only in that its middle

coolin~ fins.

which differs essentially

electrode has copper

The Chznmpion spark plug is much used in foreign racing cn-

1 .
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gincs, such as tk.c
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Alfa Romeo, Duesenberg, Dclzzgc, Fiat, etc.

- -–— ,.. ,,—, ,,.
It h~’s,’””liken-e~rlyall s~ark plugs’of foreign manufactu”rc,

only one auxiliary electrode, while the German public prefers

two* The number

the S@rk ~ly~:Lys

one offering the

fouler one. For

of auxiliary electrodes is unimportant, since

passes to only onc electrode and indeed to the

least resistance, which is generally the

the same reason, the use of ti~ospark plugs

for each cylinders senseless, unless two separate ignition-

current sources are provided. The burning out of the spark-

plug electrodes is generally very slight and hardly affects

-thelength of life of the spark plugs. It is greatest at the

niddle electrode.

A promising possibility of ovcrcomir,g the antagonism of

the heat-proof and carbon-proof spark plugs lies in the Lcpel

high-frequency-current transformer (Fig. 11). Mostly errofieous

information has been circulated concerning this invention,

since on the one hand, the explanations of the electrical proc-

esses in the magneto r.reincorrect and obviously opposed to

the action of the current transformer,” and since,on the other

hand, even an approximately correct and popular presentation

of the processes in the magneto is very difficult to make in a

few words’. It is ‘intended to take ’this matter up a“t‘another

time, but only,the action of the current transformer will be

discussed here.

Fig. 12 is the diagram of the electric tension at the
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spark plug for the ignition current generated by each half-turn

of the magneto armature. A high-tension wave is’first produced,

which is necessary fc]rthe passage of the spark and which Insj

accordi-ng to the compression ratio of the engine, a voltage

of 3000-5000, with a current strength of 2-5 zunperes. Innedi--..

ately after the spark passes, the tension falls to the so-called

‘tare-voltr.ge11~f 30-50 and the ensuing current, with a strength

of only 30-50 milliamperes, can regain its equilibrium through

the slight resistance of the ionized spark &.p. This continu-

ous-current IItailll(or after-flow) does not aid the ignition

in any way, but is exceedingly harmful, since it maintains a

mabgnctic field in the soft-iron armature of the magneto, thus

preventing the armature from promptly receiving the lines of

force in the opposite direction, wb.ich it requires fcr gencr-

Cating the next spark. The latter is thereby considerably weak-

ened, because there are not enough lines of force in the arna-

ture.

An ordinary &otor-tr~ck magneto at n = 3000 to 4000 gives

(for excmple) at each revolution only one spark capable of

causing ignition. The intermediate sparks (after each half-

turn) grow continually weaker, as the revolution speed in-
.+.. .-L-...

creases, ‘and’finally’”diop out “altogether. This is due to the

fact that the cur!!ep~gen”e~it-ed,isby$%hieagneto and, consequent-
!?~ $ ~=.:;., ,,..tL&!~~

ly, the duration of thel.,discl@~eiOincrease with the revolution,,...:”.”.,., L .
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ignition impulse or surge is retained much too long in t“hca.rm-

atuce and there is too little time left to saturat e t.ke~..rc:a-
..

ture with ncw lines of ““force,in the’opposite direction, ~e-

quired for

It i.S
●

generation

the generation of the next spark (Fig. 13, curve C).

an absolutely wrong, thou~h prevalent idea of the

of the high–t ension secondary current in the magneto,

that

tion

the ignition’current is generated directly by the ind.uc-

effec,tof the interrupted primary current.

In the process of ignition, the primary current plays only

the”subordinate role of a carrier which holds together the

lines of force, taken in by the armature in its passage through

the horizontal position between the poles of the magneto, and

carries them to the vertical middle position, the so-called

“neutral zone,11in order to make them disappear in a violent

plmge by the interruption of the primary current (Fig. 13,

curve B). This sudden collapse of the armature field (cutting

of the lines of force) gcncratcs the hi-gh-tension ignition cur-

reil’tin the secondary winding (Figs. 12 and 14). The primary

current is therefore only indirectly connected with the genera-

tion of the secondary current. It iS only an energy–consuming,

necessary evil, though the least of the evils which could re-

sult from a sudden collapse of the armature field.

If the magneto is tobe-adapted to high-speed engines, in

order to get sufficiently powerful sparks at higher revolution

speeds, a portion of the greater electrical energy, coYrespond-

●
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ing to the higher revolution speeds, rust be useiessly dicsi-

.,.pate.d,in resis-tanc&, in order to preve~.t.any Overl,ap,pi.ngOf

the opposing magnetic impulses of the field and amatmre. The

energy of the ignition spark increases up to abcut n = 1000

and then remains nearly constant, although the electrical en-

ergy furnished by

revolution speed.

slow discharge is

the armature increases in prapGrtion to the

Hence ‘the exceedingly harmful effect of a

easily ”understood.

If an interrupter is now introduced into the hi~h-tension

circuit, which interrupts the ignition current when its tmsio-n

falls to a certain minimum (say 300-500 volts), then the harmf-

ul continuous-current” IItajilllcannot arise to maintain a harm-

ful magnetic field in the armature. The lines of force, after

performing their duty, can vanish much more quickly from tb-e

armature and make way for the new lines in the opposite direc-

tion, which are needed to ~cnerate the next spark (Fig. 13,

curve D“). With the increased vanishing speed of the armature

magnetic field, tinereis a proportional increase in the momen–

tary value of the electromotive force induced irithe secondary

winding, which is freed at the spark plug during,a portion of
“s,

the ordinary ignition process ‘(Fig.1.3,curv&D).

The Lcpel currerit transformer is based on this considera-
..

tion, which is therefore only a current interrupter in the

hig~tension winding and indeed an unsurpassably simple one,

which, without any movable part, interrupts the discharging

.,!. !— . ...00. . .0. .“— , ,,.- , , , # # . . . . . . . . . . -.,.,., — . ., . . . ,, ,. ..,__ ----- .._
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process about 100,000 times per second (Fig-.15). The current

transformer consists of a nuri:berof aluminum plates, insulated

from one another by perforated mica sheets, tilespark being

compelled to jump across the intervening spaces between the

aluminum plates before junping to the spark plug. The forma-

tion of an electric arc between the aluminum plates is preyent-

ed by the thin coating of aluminum oxide with which they are

covered. This tendency of certain netals to become coated is

also made use of in wireless telegraphy, in the well-known

spark-extinguishing @p, which was likewise invented by Lepel

and the similar principles of which were embodied in the Lepel

currer.t transformer. This property of a spark–extinguishing

gap is therefore especially important, because it renders pos-

sible the oscillatory character of the ignition-spark dis-

charges. Even in the normal discharge, the spark is oscillat-

i-ngat first and then clhangesto a continuous-current discharge,

while by employing

partial discharges

per second.

a current transformer,

occur with a frequency

only high-frequency

of 20 to 30 million

The diagram of.the”tension on a spark plug with a current

transformer (~ig. 14] shows that the @rmful continuous-current

“tail” has made place for a series of high-frequency heavy-

current “ibnition‘impul”ses,-whose total “iii”schargetime is, how-

e~er9 only about one-third of t’henormal ignition process. The

~trange phenome-non.of several ignition impulses, instead of one,
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is explained by the alternating action bctwccn the magnctjc

f~.cld and the current. So long as a current is flowing ir.ihc

:...)~ondary (or primary) winding, the magnetic field of the aT~,ta--

tl:.rc cannot collapse, but as soon as the current is intc~rup~cd

b: the current transformer, the armature field collapsec and,

by cutting the lines of force, generates a new electric impulse,

which prevents any further collapse of the field until the cur–

rent transformer again interrupts the flow, which causes the

armature field to collapse again, thereby generating another

electric impulse, etc., until the whole armature field is ex-

hausted (Fig. 13 ~ and Fig. 14). Since these partial dis-

charges follow one another at the rate of about 100,000 pcr

second, t~]eWhole disclxargir.gprocess is cGmpleted in but a

fraction of the time consumed by a normal ignition spark. The

resistance of the current transformer corresponds to t?rmtof

a spark ~,,pof about 0.2 r.m (0.008 in.) in atmospheric air and

m eans, in contrast with t-he0.4 m-m (0.016 in.) spark-plug gccp

iilthe compression chamber at 5-7

additional load of only 5-10% for

easily s%nd, so that there is no

atm. (71-99.6 lb./sq. in.), an

the ma_@eto, which it Ca-n

danger of discharges thro-ugh

t;l~ insulation in the high-tension wi-nding of the armature.

It is pGssible, moreover, by increasing the number of the spark

‘gaps in the current transformer, to vary the duration of the

@_ischa.rGewithin quite broad limits and consequently the momen-

tary value of the ignition-spark ener~y and the security a,gr.i~st



I

spark-plug troubles. Increasing the resistance of the current

transformer also increases the small revel.utiollspeed at which

just one more spark jumps to the spark plug, because the spark

gap of the current transformer is added to the spark-plug gap,

which may increase the ~Lifficul%y of cra-nking the enqi-ne.

The normal type of current transformer renders it possible to

obtain ignition sparks at an engine revolution speed of

n = 50-60 and is.therefore suitable even for difficultly start-

ing motor trucks.

The effect of the current transformer on the process Of

discharging consists therefore:

I’irst.- in a temporary concentration of the discharge to

l/3 - 1/10 of the no~al discharging period to which the elec~

t~ic momentary output is inversely proportional, since accord-

ing to t-neprinciples of mechanics, the enSine output (in HP.)

equals the work divided by the time (electric impulse or surge);

Second.- In an absolute additional output of tk.eignition

magnet, especially at high revolution speeds, because as a

co-nsequence of the shortened discharging process, more time is

allowed the aimature to pick up the lines of force, than with-

out the current transformer, and the electromotive force cle-

livered by the

lines of force

This fact

iuhe.co-mected

armature is proportional to the density of the

included in the armature.

can be easily demonstrated by a rotating glass .

with the magnet armature, there being at one
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end of the @ass tube a spark gap for showing the current

strength and, at the other e-rid,a neon-Ores filling for showing
.. . -.
the tension (Fig. 16).

The ignition current now traverses the spark gap nruithe

‘neon-@s filling and is sepazated in its direction of rotation

by the rapid ~evolution of the tube, so that the discharging

process appears as under a IItimelens.!! Fig. 13 compares a

discharge with and without the current transformer for the

same magneto and a revolution speed of n = 2000 for the arma-

ture and

The

pulse is

tube.

considerably higher momentary value of the ignition im-

further demonstrated by an

high-tension circuit, which shows a

value with t’hanwithout tb.ecurrent

This is of special importance,

ammeter introduced i~ltothe

two to threefold higher mean

transformer.

since the heating effect of

the electric current increases as the square of its strength,

so that the use of a current transformer produces a dispropor–

tionately hotter spark, which greatly facilitates ignition.

The more intensive ignition effect is further strengthened

by the so-called ltblow-out effect!!of an alternating-current

arc, which likewise increases as tb-esquare of the current

~.c~~ngth. Every alternating circuit has the tendency to broad–

““enout (horn-shaped lightning conductors in high-tension tech–

airs), which means for the electric arc between the spark-plug

el.cotrodesa widening in the inside of the cylinder and a co-n-

..+>... , ,. , . ,,,,,,,,,-...-,,. ,, ,,,,,,,,,,, , .,.. .,-.... . ..————..—..,..-
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sequent enlargement of the core of the flame.

Mixtures, otherwise very difficult to ignite, as when too
..

poor, too rich, too cold or poorly vaporized, are more easily

ignited, because a greater number of the particles are embraced

in the electric arc.

The chief advantage of the current transformer resides,

however, in the considerable lessening of the ignition troubles

caused by the fouling of the s~rk plugs. Any deposit of oil

or carbon impairs the insulation, so that the spark, ins,teadof

jumping across the”spark gap between the spark-plug electrodes,

flows, to agreater or less extent, through the better-conducti-

ng soot, oil or fuel deposits, thus heating the latter and

ma”~ing them still better conductors. The portion of the cur-

r~iltwhich goes the wrong way constantly increases, and the ig-

nitions miss occasionally at first until finally, due to the

increasing thickness of the deposits, the whole current follows

this fioreconvenient route. This fouling i’sespeo,lallypromot-

ed, in ilormal ignition, by the gradual increase in the tension

in the spark plug and by the detrimental continuous-curre-nt

l’t~,illl(Fig. 12)0

The case is quite different when a current transformer

employed. Due to the interrupter inserted before the spark

plug, t~lehigh tension does not continue permanently in-the

-plu~ and, consequently, the first iognition impulse sets in

is

with a greater tension and current strength than in normal ig-
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nition, while each of the succeeding current impulses haS about

the value of the first impulse in normal ignition. Since, more-

over, the current in the intervals between the

frequency impulses stores up electrical energy

of the ignition cable, the current strength of

individual F.iqh-

in the capacity

each impulse is

so high that an electric current capable of causing ignition is

immediately formed, notwithstanding the loss of some of the

current by being shunted through the fouling.deposits.

If, however, the spark gap is first ionized by the passage

of sparks, its resistance as compared with t’ncsoot gap, is so

diminished that most of the succeeding current impulses pass

across the spark ~mp, and only a small proportion of them fol-

low the soot route. Small soot particles on the electrodes,

if not solidly burned on, are charged. electrically, thrown off

and consumed in the electric arc, so that the spark plug is

automatically cleaned to a certain degree.

“The current transformer is neither a condenser nor a series

spark gap, whose effects it surpasses many fold without any

attendant disadvantage (Schwager, ‘Illrertund Wirkungsweise ei-nes

Kondensators und Vorschaftfunkenstrecke, 1[Motorwagen, 1921, pp.

235, 399 and 523). The desi=gimtion “spark intensifierll (wrong-

ly applied to the above devices) is justifiable for the current

transformer, both with relation to the momentary value of the

ignition spark due to its temporary concentration and as abso-

lute with reference to the g~eater total electric output of the
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ignition magneto at high revolution speeds. The current trans-

former can increase the engine power, honever, only by elimi-
. ...,,.

nating”tiisfires.

There is still some uncertainty as to whether a certain

increase in the output of an engine is produced by the stronger

ignition effect of the hotter spark as, for example, by the

double i~nition in aviation engines. Fi~. 17 shows the effect

of rapid ignition on the pressure increase in the cylinder,

according to the experiments of the Englishman, T. David, tile

capacity of the cylinder used being 27 liters (1847 cu.in.).

Quick combustion means not only increa~eiLengine vower,

but ~.lso improvement in thermal efficiency; because ths effect

of the l~mll-cooling on the @.s is less. In this connection,

the normal indicator did..gram(Fig. 18) of tileRolls–Royce

aviatio-n engine “Condor,t’at n = 1900, N = 640 HP., is inter-

esting. This engine has 12 cylinders of 14Clnm (5.51 in.) bore,

a stroke of 190.5 mm (7.5 in.), ai~d c = 5.1.

The life of a current transformer is,not exactly.unlimited,

but it is nevertheless given as 30,C50 - 50,000 km (18,641 -

31,069 miles) of flight. There is no increase in the burning

out of the spark-plug electz?odes, since h-igh–frequency alter-

nati::u;-–currentdischarges are employed.

With Lepel current transformers,’ it is therefore ~ossible

to use high-heat-resisting sparkplugs, without danger of foul-

ing with oil under partial loading, since the s~rk itself, at
.,

—
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the maximum revolution speeds is unusually hot and powerful wnd

compels good ignition, even in cases where the oil film on the
,-.. . ,,.,.,..

electrodes would cause an ordinary spark plug to misfire.

These effects find their natural limits in pronounced. structural

faults or in defects in the piston rings. Special note should

be made of the fact that the current transformer is used con-

stantly on the engines of the largest German air-traffic compa-

nies. The prompt starting of all the cylinders, even qfter long

glides with the engine stopped, make the current transformer

specially valuable for aviators. The experiments by American

aviators with the current transformer on the Liberty engine

are said to have given such good results that its general iil-

troduction is contemplated.

The sane firm (Lepsl) has recently made a spark plug dc-

siLgnedby Ba,renyi, of which the longitudinal section and parts

are shown in Fig. 19. It is novel and noteworthy that the ex- “

plosion pressure of the.engiriedoes not act, as in ordinary

spark plugs, as a suction force on the packing, but presses

against it, thus incr-sing its tightness. Leakage of spark

plugs (which easily’occurs in much-worn engines as a result of

the unlike heat-expansion coefficients of the insulating mater–

ials and of tb.emetal) is thus rendered impossible. The middle
,.,

,electrode has a-large ‘cross sec’tion”’for the purpose of good

heat conduction. The spark plug can be easily taken apart, and

each part is exchangeable, so that an injury to one of the

I !. —--- .. —.--—-.,, . , , , . ,,, ..—
—
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parts does ~.otrender the whole spark plug useless. This spark

plug has been thoroughly tested and has been used successfully

in combination with the current transformer, even i-nengines

whic”h had previously always had trouble with the spark plugs,

includiilgone high-powered two-stroke-cycle engine which had q

mixed Iu,brication system and in a new type of aviation engi~.e.

Note.- The deplorable accident to the Mercedes 8-cylinder,
.

Z-liter car in the race at Monza in September, 1924, was not

due to spark-plug trouble, but

gines (c = zbout 3.5; excess

6000) had been run with benzol

run in Uonza with a mixture of

to unsuitable fuel. The en-

load = about 100% at n = about

without trouble, but had to be

gasoline and b&zol, in which

there was much more gasoline tk~n benzol, because benzol could

not be obtained in Italy. This resultcd in the overheating of

the en,qineand the premature ignition of the r,ixture, heatcd

to about 100°C (212°F) by the prelir~inary compression, on coifling

in contact with the @owing spark plugs.

Translation by Dwi%ht M. Miner,
National Advisory ~omr-~ittee
for Aeronautics.
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Fig.1’ Suction carkur”etor.in a supercha~g,ed engine.
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